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Sardine Storm 
 
 
 
Like the cats, Fred likes sardines. Melanie also likes sardines. But when sardines rain from the overwrought sky, 
they’re suspicious because out of season. The cats don’t care: they dash from hiding, snatch a few samples, and 
retreat to their smelly dens. Usually fish fall during the early autumn, after hurricanes have stirred the sea to froth. 
Why should they precipitate in the dullest part of winter, a month before spring? Fred recalls the autumn of sea 
bass. Big ones, twenty to forty pounds, fell and smashed windshields, breaking the collarbones of school kids 
waiting for the bus. But the Congregational Church had a fish supper so good a dozen people dropped with heart 
attacks, their arteries so clogged the surgeons had to replace them with lengths of pasta. Luckily everyone survived. 
With a dustpan and broom, Melanie sweeps up sardines to freeze in plastic bags. Fred picks one up and munches. A 
black cat hisses, and a gray tiger meows. They know the sardines fell because the Great Cat in the Sky loves them. 
Who are Fred and Melanie to say otherwise? 
  



 

Neither Law nor Justice 
 
 
 
The snowflakes gloat in their doily-like geometry. They’re so intelligent they clot and plot like brain cells. They plan 
to avalanche even before winter begins. Lounging in tiny lounge chairs in the Yukon, they map the slopes and 
divide up the dopes among them. Some choose to avalanche over Jeremy, who impregnated his sister by sending 
her a Christmas card with a pop-up Santa-Phallus. Others choose to crush Kristy, whose child wails so horribly in 
coffee shops the other patrons rush out and vomit on the sidewalk, blood slopping from their ears. Still others elect 
to gang up on Mike and squash him in his office where he plots to overthrow the law firm that was kind enough to 
hire him despite his dozen felony convictions. And what of the slide that buried Mark and his children on the ski 
slope while they hotdogged family-style? What of the mass that crushed Annie while she dispensed cocaine to 
elementary-school kids from the plastic bag under her skirt? After a winter of avalanches all the snowflakes plead 
guilty, whether tried individually or in groups. No one believes them, but the trials continue all summer, judges and 
juries fainting in the orange heat. By the time the verdicts come in, the defendants have escaped, leaving not one 
clue. 
 
 
 
  



 

Since the Election  
 
 
 
Since the election, zombies have plagued the village, staggering about the streets while munching babies and dogs. 
The first snow fell last night, a faint stippling, and I found zombie tracks all over the yard. Everyone has 
complained, but the police can do nothing, claiming that the first amendment protects the walking dead as well as 
the living.  
 
Those rolled-up, mustard-yellow eyes, granite teeth, starched postures, and stilted walks offend me. At the camera 
shop I stock up on batteries. Fueled with a Thermos of coffee, I catch a group of zombies who’ve cornered skiers 
from New York and are about to crack their skulls and suck out the nut-meat inside. I point my camera, trigger the 
flash. The zombies startle like geese, stumble and fumble off. I chase them, flashing the bold electric flash until they 
lurch back to the graveyard, flop into their proper graves, and pull good Republican earth over themselves. 
 
Scouring the streets, I repeat the process until all zombies have returned to the platitudes of death. As I refill my 
Thermos at the diner, fellow citizens thank and congratulate me. The waitress won’t take money for the coffee. 
Outside, in the park by the river, I crouch in the chill and watch leaves drift on the current, red and brown and 
yellow leaves.  The snow has already melted, but a long winter lies ahead. I hope the drifts pile high, convincing the 
zombies to lie as still as possible while overhead the wind and ice converse. 
  



 

Somewhere in the West 
 
 
 
the world’s tallest building leans against a thousand-foot bluff. The eightieth floor opens onto a dusty level plain. I 
step outside, walk a few yards, look back. Foliage conceals the top of the hotel. Fat naked people approach me. 
Transparent as protozoa, they slobber and hold out their hands for alms. I can see the landscape through them, a 
distant lurch of mountains purpling in dusk. I know these people; have known them since adolescence when they 
embraced sex and booze like bears embracing beehives. I watched them laugh in the parks and mock the straight 
world passing like a slow freight going nowhere. I envied the full-bodied force of their rejection, envied the surge of 
conviction that fueled their separation from church and state. Who expected them to live so long? Who expected 
them to become so fat and transparent, even their livers absolutely colorless, their bones ghostly sticks of 
crystallized sugar? I never thought they’d stoop to beg from me, but now they’re crying my name, pleading not for 
money but acknowledgement. “Why go naked in this breezy climate?” I ask, and they look so confused I realize 
they don’t understand the word “naked.” “Why did you grow transparent?” They look at each other and shrug. I 
invite them to return to the hotel with me, but when I push the foliage aside the hotel has gone. A long gray slope 
of boulders and sagebrush slants to a desert floor. My old friends sigh and turn away. I start the descent, a long dry 
walk to someplace. 



 

Lord of the Flies 
 
 
 
Let me help you with your salad. You’re too thin already, and eating lettuce accentuates your green eyes to the point 
where they glisten like rivets. And these slabs of tomato grin too aggressively. Remember what you said about 
phony smiles? Oh yes, tomatoes are fruit—I forgot. Your own fruitiness comes to fruition when you gobble a pear. 
The juice running down your chin suggests faucets dripping in abandoned houses. Apples you crunch crunch back 
with wanton pleasure. Grapes pop like pimples. But salad—good old garden salad slathered with ranch dressing—
does nothing but challenge your lack of vegetable desire. Speaking of dressing, I like your low-cut but funereal 
dress. Who died?  
 
Of course we’re going to dance later when the salad course is over and the music begins. We’ll dance until the great 
roast pig appears, greased and gleaming. Let me help you finish that salad so we can dance up an appetite worthy of 
the Lord of Flies. The dead pig will bless us, and maybe later we can find a moment to acknowledge that blessing by 
sacrificing our unborn, unconceived child. 
 
 


